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ABSTRACT 
Accumulation of demerit points with time of storage of blue grenadier (M. 
novaeae l.andiaev in refrigerated sea water (I~W) and blue rock whi t ing (H. 
eemif'aeeiatcq in ice was fourd to be highly correlated and occurred in an 
approximately linear fashion irrespective of the met.hod of scoring used. 
1he scoring system developed by the TFRJ was fourrl to be the easiest, 
quickest and rrost reliable method for quality assessment of fish. The changes 
in tOO appearance of the eyes and the odour developrent of the gills are the 
most obvious and valuable indicators of change in quality when using the TFRU 
or the EEl: freshness scores, while the appearance and odour of the fish flesh 
seems to be the most obvious indicator when assessing the filleted samples. 
1he acceptabil ity taste panel results indicate that M. nauaeeel.andi.ae stored 
in RSW had a shelf-life of 14 days whilst H. semifasciata stored in ice had a 
shelf-life of 17 days. ~ cut-off point at which spoilage of the samples 
WDUld have rendered the quality of the fish samples to be unacceptable fran 
the consumer point of view would be those equivalent to the accumulated 
demerit point of >29 for the TFRU (gutted and ungutted) scores and >21 for the 
EEC ard filleted sample scores. 
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1 .00 rsrromcrros
 
1.10 QUality and QUality Asses~nt of Fish 
Q.Jality is difficult to define, since it means different things to 
different people. One general definition is "degree of excellence". 
According to waterman (1982), quality of food is the SLD1\ of those attributes 
that govern its acceptability to the buyer or consumer and quality assessment 
is the estLmation or measurement of one or more quality factors as a means of 
determining quality before exercising control. 
Bremner (1984) defined quality as that attitude of mind; that approach, 
that event, that state of being when everything is right. '!hus until a 
seafood is eaten its 'quality' can only be surmised indirectly: ha,..rever 
seafoods do possess a set of properties, or characteristics that for practical 
purposes can be related with quality. 
In cx::mnerce, quality limits are set by what the custcrner is prepared to 
pay for; generally the custcrner will pay more for fish that he considers to be 
of higher quality, and will continue to buy as long as quality remains 
constant. The relationship between quality and marketing is therefore 
governed by the sophistication of the consuner ( ta Zylva, 1974). Sore of the 
more important factors that determine quality fran the custcrner's point of 
view are species; ease of preparation, appearance; odour: flavour; freshness; 
size; presence or absence of bones and filth; absence of specific 
microorganisms; condition; packaging and composition (Oonnell, 1972). 
Freshness is the most important quality factor to the consumer; thus 
assessnent of freshness is vital in quality control. kcording to Baines et 
al (1965), the term "freshness" is employed to describe the presence or 
absence of deterioration. 'Ib many, however , freshness involves the concept of 
"newness" in which time is an important factor. In other words, the fish 
technologist is not only concerned with quality at the m:::rnent of examination 
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but of the product's potential shelf-life. M accurate measure of st~age 
1_ time under kn~ conditions would allow hLm to calculate. the remaining life of 
the product and its potential for processing. 
Fish quality depends on tenperature, time and hygiene. Factors such as 
spontaneous chemical changes, autolysis and microbial attack produce 
deteriorations fran the point of catching until final putrefaction. 
Measurements of sane of these deteriorations have been invoked as indices of 
freshness. 
'!he measurement of trimethylamine ('lMA), other spoilage cx:rrpounds and the 
bacteria themselves as indicators of quality has been reviewed recently by 
Martin et al (1978). '!hey stated that in order to define effective indicators 
of seafocxi quality, the food technologist must "be prepared to examine each 
species of seafood individually, its environment, its composition, its 
harvesting and its handling." 
A l'UIllber of different tests may be used for estimating the degree of 
spoilage in fish; these include: total volatile bases (TVa); total volatile 
reducing substances; volatile armonia; volatile acids; total volatilo 
nitrogen; indole; refractive index of the eye fluid; electrical resistance of 
the fish flesh, total bacterial numbers and organoleptic tests. '!hese methods 
are discussed under the headings chemical methods, physical methods, 
microbiological methods and sensory methods bel~. 
1.20 Chemical Methods 
Although not universal in acceptance or applicability, the trLmethylamine 
(TMA) determination has became one of the established procedures for 
determining fish quality. Its use as an indicator of spoilage in fresh fish 
have also been proposed by the Codex AlLmentarius crnmittee on fish and 
fishery products (Olley, 1977). '!his is despite the fact that there is ample 
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evidence that the same ClfDUnt of 1MA is accanpanied by different ClfDUnts of 
spoilage even within the same species. 
Several investigators (Spinelli, et aI, 1984; Jones, 1965) have expressed 
reservations regardirq the use of 'IMA as an index of quality for fresh fish, 
not i.nq that 1MA values fail to give an adequate Iod icet.Ion of early autolytic 
quality chanqes aOO preferrirq hypoxanthfne detenninations instead. '!MA, as 
would be expected of a bacterial product, is not useful in detenninil'\g quality 
deteriorations which occur durirq frozen storage. F\.Irthenoore, the shape of 
the fish will markedly influence the arrount of 'IMA meaaured in ng per 100 g 
fish (Bremner et aI, 1978). Trimethylamine is roost sensitive as an indicator 
of the later stages of spoilage whereas Chemical tests for dimethylamine are 
most valuable in the early stages of spoilage. 
Ryder et al (1984) foond that the bacterial met.abol Ic end products (1VB 
and '!MA) were less useful as objective measurements of freshness in Jack 
Mackerel (TrochuflUB nooaezel.andiae) , '!hey also reported that the pH was not a 
gcxxl indicator of early storage changes and 'lEA values could not be used to 
detennine loss of acceptability or eoo of shelf-life. Recently it has became 
apparent that the sulphur canpounds, and mercaptans may be importantH2S 
detenninants of fish odour and flavour (~rbert and Shewan, 1975). 
Measurement of '!MA, I:MA or amoonia requires a laboratory am assistant of 
matriculation standard who has had sane weeks of practice in the IOOthod. 
Neither the Codex Alimentarius CoITInittee or the EEl: (Ccmoon Market) lay down 
samplil'\g procedures. 
Another quality assessment lOOasurement involves the nucleotides aoo their 
degradation products. Early studies with cod, carp, Pacific Salm:>n, Lemon 
sole, haddock and plaice revealed that post-mortem nucleotide degradation in 
fish muscle proceeds prbnarily via the followirq sequence of reactions: ATP -) 
AMP -) IMP -) IID -) Hx -) Xa -) UA where KrP = Jldenosine 5-triphosphate, AMP 
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= Jldenosine 5-IOC>oophosphate, IMP = Inosine 5-IOC>oophosphate, lID = Inosine, 
j 
Hx = Hypoxanthine, xa = Xpnthine, am UA = Uric acid. 'l\o.o ~tages in this 
degradative sequence have been considered as objective indices of quality ­
dephosphorylation of IMP, am formation of hypoxanthine. IMP reportedly 
possesses properties as a flavour enhancer in fish mrscl.e , COnsequently, its 
breakdawn may contribute to, and be correlated with the loss of fresh flavour 
in sane species. SCme difficulties, however, may arise fran using IMP 
dephosphorylatioo as a s inq.le quality index e.g. the pattern of nucleotide 
breakdown in invertebrate seafood species may differ in same key respects fran 
that fourrl in vertebrate species. '!he rate of IMP decanposition in the muscle 
also differs between species (Ehira, 1976). Accordi~ to Martin et al (1978), 
the rrost serious limitation imposed by an IMP index may be that the reaction 
is substantially complete well within the edible storage life of a number of 
species. Its major value then may be as an indicator of fresh flavour loss 
during early storage. 
Unlike IMP, concentrations of hypoxanthine (Hx) have been shown to 
increase steadily throughout the useful storage life of a number of fish 
species (Hughes and Jones, 1966). Hypoxanthine formation is a result of both 
autolytic am bacterial activities. '!hus, it also has advantages over the 1MA 
assay. Hx may be correlated with flavour loss caused by autolytic activities 
durirg early storage am with bacterial spoilage during extended storage, to 
derive a prediction of useful storage life. Also, the 'IMA test is of no value 
for freshwater fish because these either do not contain or contain very little 
trimethylamine oxide. Hx may also be used to determine the quali ty of canned 
herrirg at the ti.rre of processing, since hypoxanthine concentrations neither 
increase nor decrease duri~ heat process inq and subsequent storage (Hughes 
ard Jones, 1966). 1MA concentrations, on the other hand, are unstable during 
heat process inq , lbNever, different species of fish produce hypoxanthine by 
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different routes and at different speeds. Each lustralian species \ttOUld have 
to be examined in turn am the hypoxanthine test related to sensory grades. 
tbte that the Canadian redfish and flounder had produced the maximum am::>unt of 
hypoxanthine 10l'lg before they becarre unacceptable, while the swordfish had 
only produced a fifth of the arount when it became unacceptable to a taste 
panel (Olley, 1978). The hypoxanthine test requires laboratory facilities and 
same equipment but recently the use of sLmple paper strips have been reported 
(Jahns et aI, 1976). 
The main disadvantages of nucleotide assays are that they are apt to vary 
even arro~ individuals within a species. Sufficient samples need to be used 
to reduce this variability. 
All the chemical roothods discussed above depend on measuring the 
concentration of certain chemical substances in the flesh and since the sample 
is destroyed in the process, they cannot be used to test every fish in a 
batch. In any case, variation between fishes in the sarre batch makes chemical 
tests for quality a task requiring a statistician (Olley, 1977). All the 
methods require the use of a laboratory or fairly elaborate facilities and 
also they oo rot apply to all species and products alike. 
1.30 Physical Methods 
Love (1954) described a roothod which correlates the turbidity of the eye 
lenses of fish with storage tiroo of iced fish kept in a roan of fairly 
constant air temperature. He found that it is possible by examination of 20 
or more lenses to assess the storage tiroo with an error of not roore than 1 
day. M advantage of this roothod is that since only the eyes have to be 
raroved in sampling, the fish remains saleable as headed, dressed fish or as 
fillets. ~ver1 the roothod had many limitations such as difficulty in 
manipulation and matchi~ of the lenses which have to be done in good diffused 
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daylight, at least 20 lenses are required for each estllnation which is rather 
tedious for routine work and also it is not applicable where fish had not been 
kept all the time in ice under the standard conditions, e.g. bulk stowage of 
fish with ice on a trawler may result in deviation fran the conditions of box 
sto.lage in an insulated roan. 
'!he GR 'Ibrrymeter is a battery pc7ot1ered hand-held instn.unent that rreasures 
certain dialectric properties of fish skin which charge wi th the 
. 
tiJre/temperature history of the fish. fbWever, readi~s on a large mrnber of 
samples have to be taken and averaged • Although it is a rapid, simple, 
objective and rDn-destructive met.hod of estllnati~ the quality of fresh fish, 
it has the followil"kJ disadvanteqesj large variation in readirg fran fish to 
fish; readi~ varies with physical damage to fish1 cha~e of readi~ with time 
varies with species and also may be insensitive at later stages of spo i Laqe , 
Curran et al (1981) reported that the GR 'Ibrrymeter was not particularly 
successful with both the purple emperor (L6thoinus l6ntjan) ard the Spanish 
mackerel ( Scomberomorue oonmereons since the readirgs obtained do not 
correlate very well with the taste panel results. 
1.40 Microbiological Methods 
'!he rootine microbiological testirg that is performed under normal 
industry operations is normally restricted to enumeration of nonpathogenic 
microorganisms. '!hose frost frequently used are the standard plate count and 
enumeration of indicator organisms such as the coliform group, Beoher-ichia 
coli, aM Staphylococcus aureus. 
Food handl i nq practices beyond the pr-imary processor's control make 
standard aerobic plate count (APe) a difficult quality assessment tool to use 
generally. '!he total nunber of bacteria is not the sole determinant of 
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quali ty, since certain microbial groups are rrore apt to cause spoilage than 
others. These groups can be given a selective advantage for growth by the way 
the product is processed or stored. furthermore, the determination of 
bacterial counts, while they are of value to research requires too much time 
before results are known and can also be expensive for routine testing. 
Representative samples have to be taken for bacterial examination because the 
fish or product is destroyed during the test. Interpreting the results of 
bacterial testing is a task for experts who should be consulted when 
necessary • 
Detection and enumeration of indicator bacteria such as the coliform 
group, E. ool.i: and S. auroeu8 were considered for many years to indicate the 
potential presence of pathoqeni.c microorganisms. N:M, this inference has been 
questioned and these groups are no longer considered a reliable method for 
predicting the presence of such pathogens (Martin et aL.1978) • 
According to Olley and Ratkowsky (1973), there is in fact no simple index 
of quality and a thorough knowledge of the oamplete temperature history of the 
fish is the only true indicator of freshness. This is so because at higher 
temperatures bacteria divide in half more rapidly. Therefore, the 
relationship between bacterial growth with production of spoilage canpounds 
and temperature is not a straight line rut a curve. '!he curve relates rate of 
spoilage of these commodities at temperatures between aoe and 25°e to the rate 
at which they would spoil at aoe. '!hus at aoe the relative rate is 1 and at 
Rate at temperature (tOe)
any other temperature the relative rate is Rate at a be 
Bremner et at: (1978) have coined the term ICE FOID for this relative rate 
i.e. "so many times faster than the ccmnodity would spoil on ice", and 
lCETIME as equivalent storage time on ice = lCEFOID x time in days. 
The curve has also been converted into tabular form to enable conversion 
of the temperature history of the catch into equivalent storage time 
on ice under ideal conditions. However, the concept of relative rate of 
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spoilage with temperature can only apply if fishing oonditions are kept 
constant. 
1.50 sensory Methods 
Currently the best way to detenmine fish freshness still requires the use 
of a taste panel (Regenstein and Regenstein, 1981). A number of taste panel 
techniques for assessing the quality of unfrozen fish species have been 
described am are in use in different parts of the world. These techniques 
vary in cbjective and c:::crrplexity but are of three main types. Firstly, there 
are those which categorise the fish on the basis of its acceptability for 
eatirq , secondly, there are those which categorise the fish on the basis of 
well-defined characteristics which change duri~ storage. Thirdly, there are 
techniques which include elements of both of these types. Techniques of the 
first type usually anploy a single gradi~ or hedonic (like-dislike) scale, 
whilst those of the second type anploy descriptions of various characteristics 
(Baines et aI, 1969). 
The ultimate criterion of fish quality is the flavour and texture of the 
cooked fish. HcMever, taste panel evaluations of cooked fish are time­
consiminq , and relatively few samples can be tested at anyone time. It is 
therefore highly desirable to be able to make an assessment of eati~ quality 
by exanini~ the raw fish. My atterrpt to raise the quality of raw fish as it 
reaches the consumer is critically dependent on the development of a 
convenient and consistent rrethod of quality assessment based on raw fish. 
Fortunately, eat inq quality of cooked fish can be correlated with the 
appearance, odour, and texture of the whole raw fish. Boyd and Wilson (1976) 
when evaluat inq the quality of snapper (Chroysoph'f'ys au'f'atus) by a sensory 
method found that there is close relationship between the raw attributes of 
gill odour and general appearance with those of odour, texture, am flavour of 
... 
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the cooked fish. 
The use of ooject ive tests at dockside or even on inspection within the 
plant is not considered to be practical in the normal routine of inspection of 
fresh ard frozen fish products, as almost all of the coject Ive tests require 
laboratories am so becare rather rerooved fran the busy fisherman, processor 
or factory foreman. A nuch simpler piece of apparatus is the eye or the N)Se 
(olley, 1977). Sensory tests are always controversial as they require an 
inspector, although the canny buyer is in fact applying his senses of smell 
am visual acuity in a similar fashion. "W9 accept the wine faster and wcx:>l 
classer, so why not the fish grader" (Bremner 1984). Therefore a test that 
correlated well with freshness/quality and that could operate on the market or 
in the factory would be of considerable value to an efficient industry (Baines 
et aI, 1965). 
Howgate (1978) also considered the sensory rrethods to be far better than 
non-sensory methods which are not suitable for consumer testing, whilst 
Connell (1972) states that in general, the sensory rrethod of assessing 
freshness is the best at present for quality control purposes. 
As fish spoils, its snell, taste, appearance and feel go through 
characteristic am well defined stages that trained experts or experienced 
staff can consistently recognise. It is convenient to attach a number or 
score to each stage so that the assessor can award the appropriate score to 
each fish or batch of fish. Alternatively the mere recognition of each stage, 
ard acceptance or rejection of fish on this basis, may be' all that is 
necessary. Different species and products spoil in different ways. The 
numerical system us i.rq an objective panel developed at the 'Ibrry IEsearch 
Station by Shewan et al (1953) is probably the ultUnate critical evaluation of 
fish freshness available at this time. It was created for the determination 
of storage time of whole 'Net fish. l6Jenstein and Iegenstein (1981) in using 
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this nunerical system reported that the cooked freshness scores are generally 
higher (better) .than expected at that storage t irre for whole wet fish. A 
freshness score of 5.5 on the 'Ibrry scale seemed the appropriate endpoint for 
their definition of shelf-life. This would nonnally be reached with ideal 
iced-at-sea fish about twelve days from catch, sooner for fillets. Freshness 
scorirq systems are I1C1« available fran 'Ibrry Research station for most, U.K. 
ccmnercial species and systems are available for both the raw and cooked 
fish. HoweveF, there is still no standard scorirq system to be used 
internationally. '!he countries in the EEC ~or instance, use scoring systems 
which differ both in scale length am in characteristics measured. Most 
systems use the same scale length for all features examined but the United 
Kingdon am Icelarrl use scales of 10 to 0 for odour and 5 to 0 for other 
characteristics. ibwgate (1972) describes the effort to construct a rorogram 
for oonvert inq fran one scorinq system to another (Appendix 1). de Zylva 
(1974) expanded the 'Ibrry score sheet to include marks for flesh colour and 
texture, belly flap discoloration, stainiB.;J of backbone am colour of 
kidney. '!he scoring system was designed for ~w Zealand snapper and gave 
excellent negative linear correlations between score am days of storage. 
legenstein (1983) presents the way in which 'Ibrry has in turn incorporated 
other characteristics into the score sheet for raw fish. Groupings of several 
characteristics to give a score requires more expertise than scoring 
individual points as is done by de Zylva. 
However, the use of a point or scoring system in which higher points are 
given for high quality attributes would mean the requirements of more 
kl'lC:7filedge of the fish and the tester mist; be experienced and knCM the 
qualities of the fish previously. Therefore it is too species dependent. 
'!his problem can be overcare by using the demerit system with points being 
allotted in several categories for defects as they becare obvious and one can 
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learn as one goes along in each situation. '!he demerit points that were given 
to the various selected quality attributes could be weighted in such a way as 
to produce an approximately linear change in score with storage time (Branch 
and Vail, 1985). 
It might also be desirable OCI'lI'nercially to specify a uniform mrnber of 
days of shelf-life fran the pack date to consumption. '!he length of shelf­
life ct>tained for fish depends on the initial age and quality of the fish, the 
ti.rre of the pack, am the time am temperature of storage before am after 
packing. In practical terns, the ultimate measure of the effect(s) of shelf- . 
life extension treatments on the final quality of the fish is consumer 
satisfaction (Regenstein aoo Regenstein, 1981). 
A tentative grading systan for fresh fish based on sensory assessment of 
fish had been described by IbUwing (1972).' 
1.60 The Ideal Method 
Forty years of research, ootably in the UK, Canada and Japan, have gone 
into objective methods for measuring fish quality (Bremner et al, 1978). 
There is, as yet, 00 single universal test for all species, nor for that 
matter any wholly satisfactory test for individual species. 
The ideal rret.hod 'hOlJld be one that is cheap, oon-destructive, easy to 
use, oot subject to much variation, or fatigue, having rapid response and wide 
application. sensory tests have the advantages of being non-destructive, 00 
equipnent required, adaptable to species and assessing the market value. 
Althcogh sensory tests are usually condemned as a subjective test which 
requires training am experience, am are also said to be easily open to 
abuse, this can be reduced if a simple, rapid and less descriptive rrethod 
could be fourd - possibly with the use of demerit point scores. Therefore 
this study aims at assessing the use of sensory techniques based on the 
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demerit point scores developed for raw whole (gutted and ungutted) and 
filleted fish samples of Australian fish species stored in ice and RSW. It 
also discusses the results of the acceptability taste panels on the cooked 
fish samples. 
The two oammercially ~rtant Australian fish species used in this study 
were the blue grenadier am the blue rock whiting. '!he blue grenadier is 
currently Tasmania's major oammercial finfish and the recent annual production 
of the fishery exceeds 100 tonnes (Last et aI, 1983)~. '!he blue rock whiti~ 
is the only Australian" member of the family that has any commercial 
importance. It occurs mainly in Bass strait and the sheltered bays of South 
eastern Tasmania. The flesh is delicately flavoured but very soft. 
2.00. MATERIALS lIND ME'IH>[s 
2.10 Sample preparation 
2.11 Fish stored in RSW 
Blue grenadier used in this study were caught on the 15th lugust 1984 at 
a depth of 300 fathans off Sandy Cape on the west coast of Tasmania (Lat. 
41°20'S I.Drq.144°40' E.) by demersal trawl. They were taken fran the deck 
irnnediately am dropped into a refrigerated seawater (RSW) tank in a net bag 
(tanp. -1°C). The fish was reported to be handled quite roughly on board. 
Sore of the fish had already gone into rigor at this stage. '!he fish were 
transported to the CnID 'lasrnanian Food lesearch Uni t (TFRJ) laboratories in 
Hobart and were already t....o days old on arrival. The f ish were then placed in 
the RSW box tank of the rrobile unit (the design and construction of which were 
described by Thrower and Stafford, 1981) and was kept at -1°C for the duration 
of the storage trial which lasted for about three weeks. Four fish were 
rerroved at each samplirq tine (Table 1) for sensory assessment. Length 
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measurements to the fork of the tail were also noted. ~e fish were then 
filleted and samples frozen at -lBoe for later assessment of their 
acceptability by taste panel. 
2.12 Fish stored in ice 
For the sensory assessment of fish stored in ice, guidelines similar to 
those given by Lima dos Santos et al (981) were used. ~e blue rock whiting, 
also known as the weedy whiting was used. ~e whiting were caught on the 
afternoon of 23rd August 1984 by demersal trawl in 18 to 25 m waters oft 
Eastern Tasmania. On arrival at the TFRJ laboratories in I-bbart at 11 .45 am 
on the fol Lowirq day, the f ish were re- iced at a ratio of 2:1 (ice: f ish) in 
insulated plastic boxes of size 66 x 41 x 28 em, with provision for drainage 
of melt water. Flake ice was used. ~e ice was topped up daily and renewed 
once a week. The boxes of i ced "f ish were then kept in a cool roan set at a 
temperature of 0° to -1°e. ~ree fish were removed for sensory assessment at 
each sampling time (Table 1) over a period of rmre than three weeks of ice 
storage. 100 fish samples were then frozen at -18°e until needed for the 
acceptability taste panel. 
Table 1 
sampling regi.rre for fish stored in R3W/ice 
Blue Grenadier D:iys in R3W 3 4 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 17 21 
Sample code N D G L S R K T U P M 0 
Whiting D:iys in ice 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Sample code 0 M D G T S N R P U L K 
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2.20	 Sensory assessment of the whole (gutted and ungutted) raw fish samples 
Both the blue grenadier stored in lOW and the whi t i nq stored in ice were 
progressively assessed by using the sense organs of sight, smell and touch tor 
changes in general appearance, odour and texture with storage tine by giving 
the appropriate demeri t scores according to the score sheets as shown in 
Tables 2 and 3. 'IV.o types of score sheets were used. Table 2 shows the 
sensory assessment score sheet orig inally developed for the assessment of 
gemfish (Thrower' et al, 1982). It has been simplified and weighted (Branch 
and Vail 1985) to provide accumulated increases in demerit points as the t i sn 
change in odour, texture and appearance during storage with the max imum 
accumulated demerit point scores of 35 for the urx]utted samples and 39 tor tt.e 
gutted samples. The total scor irq for gutted fish differs fran that descr ibeo 
by Bremner (1984) and Branch and Vail (1985) in that the demerit points for 
the	 belly cavity have been added to those for the whole fish. 
The whole and gutted raw fish were also assessed by using the freshness 
score sheet developed by the Council of the European COl1nunities (Official 
Journal of the European Q:mnunities, 1970) but with slight rrodification marie 
in its scor irq met.hod in that the scor irq was reversed to provide accumulateri 
increases in demerit points as in the TFRJ score sheet (Table 2), with a 
maximun accumulated demerit score of 30 (Table 3). The samples were scored by 
H. Abd. R. who had had no previous experience with the score sheet. 
2.30	 Sensory Assessment of the frozen, filleted raw fish samples 
Samples of the whole and gutted fish of both species were then filleted 
ard frozen at -18°C until required for the organoleptic acceptability test 
panel, fillets were thawed by holding for about 16 hours (overnight) in still 
air at 4°C. The thawed fillets of both the blue grenadier and whi t i nq were 
then assessed by the sense organs of sight, smell and touch by using the scor-e 
sheet for filleted sample as shown in Table 4. nle score sheet was developed 
,. 
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. '!'able '1.. 
,FI< U S.n.orr ••••••••nt .oore .h•• t 
( (, 1.I;'i.~ ANI) tlNtJuTreo) 
1_...·Anl/'J. .. l· 
rlSB IDDI'I'. 
UI'U...Il.~ (V.Bci9ht/~i9ht/8l.Dull/DUll 
o 1 2 3 
SitU ( rim/Soft) 
o 1 
SCALBS (r1m/Sl.Loo··/Loo•• ) 
o 12. 
r r 
SLIMB (Ab••nt/Sl.Sli·y/sli.y/V.Sli.y) 
o 123 
S1'IrnraS (pr.-Ri90r/Ri90r/Po.t-Ri90r) 
o 1 2 
BYBS Clarity (Cl••rISl.Cloudy/Cloudy) 
012 
Shape (Hora.l/sl.sunk.n/Sunk.n) 
012 
Irill (Vi.ibl./Hot Vi.ibl.) 
IJ 1 
Blood (No Blood/Sl.Bloody/V.Bloody) 
o 1 2 
GILLS Colour (V.Dark)Charaot.ri.tio (Sl.Dark) 
(v.rad.d)(Sl.rad.d) 
2o 1 
Kucou. (Ab••nt/Koderat·/Bxc•••iv.) 
o 1 2. 
S ••ll (rr••h 01ly) Pi.hy/8tal./.poll~ 
(Metallia,S.ave.d) 1 2 3 
BELLI' Di.coloration (Ab••nt/Det.atabl·/Mod.rat·/Bxo•••iy.) 
012 3 
Finan••• ( rira/80ft/Bur.t) 
o 1 2 
VENT Condition (bo••dy.)Noraal (Sl.Br••k) 
(Opening)(Bxud•• ) 
2o 1 
S••n: (rr••h/Reutral/ri.hy/8poilt) 
o , 2 3 
BELLI' CAVIn Stain. (Opal••o.nt/Gr.yi.h/l'·llow-Brown) 
o 1 2 
Blood (R.d/Dark R.d/Brown) 
o 1 :z 
--
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'UJ.E. 3 
Etc SENSORY A$.fE4":S"t4fN[ ~('oIlL.'!.~ 
SCALE OF MARKING - FRESHNESS 
CRITERIA ­£.u:.1L.Rt 
A•••••ment Mara-.• 
.th.c. ..r1ah.. 
0 1 2- ..3t.sz...hL
 
Appearance

.in..I.IMl"ISJ
 
Skin
 
Eye 
Gill. 
Fl••
­
cut f ssm 
abdomusn, 
Colour 
the~ 
vertebral 
column 
Organs 
Oright iridescent I bright pigmenta- pigmentation in (1) dull 
pigmenta tion; no i tion but not the process of pigmentation 
discolouration; Ius trous; becoming dis-
. mucus opaque
mucu.s aqueous, i coloured and dull 
mucus slightly
transparen t 
cloudy ~UCU9 milky 
convex (bulging); convex and flat; (1) concave in 
cornea tran.- slightly sunken; cornea the centre; 
parent, cornea .Ughtly opalescent: cornea milky; 
pupil, black, opalescent; pupil pupil grey 
bright . pupil, black, .. opaque 
dull 
-
shining colour, less coloured becoming dis- (1) yellmiish 
no mucus a few trac'es of coloured; mucus milky 
cloar mucus mucus opaque 
blueish, trans- dull, velvety, slightly opaque; (1) opaque 
lucid, smooth, waxy 
shining, without 
any change in the colour sUgh tly 
original colour; changed 
(I) reduncoloured; sl1 gh tly pink pink 
kidneys and kidneys and kidneys, (1) kidneys, 
residues of resJdues of resicJuos of r ••idue. of other 
other organs other organs other organs organs and blood 
bright red, the dull red; blood and blood brownish 
game as the becoming palo red 
blood inside discolbured 
the aorta; 
(1) or in a more advanced • ta te of decay 
'I. 
.•
'.
. Flesh 
Vertebtal 
Column 
Peritonium 
Gills, .kin; 
abdominal 
cavity 
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(eont'd.) 
SCALE OF MARKING - FRESHNESS 
CRITERIA 
Assessment Mark. 
0 1 2 
Physical eOI'd! t!on 
firm and elas tic 
surface smooth 
. 
breaks ins tead 
of coming away 
totally adherent 
to the flesh 
seaweed 
less elastic 
. 
adherent
 
adherent
 
Smell 
• 
not of seaweed 
but not bad 
slightly soft 
(flaccid) Ie.. 
elastic; 
surfa¢e waxy 
velvety and 
dull 
slightly 
adherent 
slightly 
adherent 
slightly sour 
, 
3 
. (1) soft (flaccid) 
scales e••il y 
detached from skin. 
sur face ra ther 
wrinkled. inclining 
to mealy 
(1) not .dherent 
1( ) not adherent 
(1) sour 
(1) or in a more advanced stat. of decay 
...._........­
--......... ;- '.
 
.. 
. 
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Table 4 
Filleted Sample Score Sheet 
r;// 
TREATMENT F ILIEI'S DATE REMOJAL 
(THAWED) 
FISH IDENr. 
EASE OF FILLETING (Easy/sl. difficult/difficult) 
012 
APPEARANCE: (a)	 Oolour of flesh: (Translucent/Sl discoloured/Sl opaque/opaque) 
o 1 2 3 
(b)	 Blood stains: (Absent/Detectable/Moderate/Excessive) 
012 3 
(c)	 Clotting: (Unclotted/Sl.clotted/Mod.clotted/Excess.clotted) 
012 3 
(d) Skin Oolour: (V.bright/Bright/Sl.dull/OU11) 
o 1 2 3 
TEXTURE: Firm/S1. soft/Soft 
o 1 2 
ClDClJR: (Fresh/Neutral/Stale/Spoilt) 
012 3 
CONJITION: (a) Gaping: (Absent/Detectable/Moderate/Excessive) 
o 1 2 3 
(b)	 Bruising: (Absent/Slight/Severe)
 
012
 
(c) Wetness: (N:mnal/S1 .dry or/Mod .dry or/Excess .dryness or 
/Sl.drip/Mod.drip /Freezer bJrn or Excess.drip 
012 3 
(d)	 Autolysis: (Absent/moderate/severe) 
(Disco1ourations) 0 1 2 
(e)	 Parasites: (Absent/moderate/severe) 
( Infestations) 0 1 2 
(f) Other discolourations (Absent/present)
 
or contaminants (bones,
 
membranes, tissues etc.) 0 1
 
EASE OF SKINNING: (Easy/Sl.difficult/difficult) 
012 
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by the author after a literature search and observations made during the pre­
liminary part of the study. It has a maxUnum accumulated demerit score of 34. 
2.40 ~anoleptic Acceptability Panel of the cooked fish 
Filleted samples of both fish species which had been frozen in a cold 
roan at -18°e and then thawed as above were used for the acceptability taste 
panels. The fillets were skinned am cut into 30 to 40 g pieces, crumbed and 
deep fried (Bremner et ale 1985). Three or four treatments were cooked 
simultaneously at each session am the fish served with packets of 'take-away 
french fries'. Tcrnato sauce, vinegar and salt were available. Each of the 
samples were randanised in such a way so as to give a high degree of balance 
(Table 5 and 6). Letters that represent the samples were also picked 
randanly. The fish, was assessed by 20 panellists employed at the Tasmanian 
lEgional Laboratory and experienced with facial hedonic scaling, for flavour, 
texture am overall acceptability using the General Foods 'Smiley' scale 
(Appendix 2). Salt was rot rrentioned with the 9niley questionaire for blue 
grenadier, so that the panel should have ro preconceiVed prejudices. 
2.50 Statistics 
tata fran the sensory assessment of the whole gutted and ungutted raw 
fish (both TFRJ am EEl: score sheets) am fran the sensory assessrrent of the 
frozen, filleted raw fish samples of both the blue grenadier stored in RSW am 
whiting stored in ice were analysed for correlation using the ELF scatter 
modul.e (Appendix 3 and 4). 
The acceptability taste panel assessment scores for flavour, texture and 
overall liking of the t\oK> species of fish were subjected to analysis of 
variance using the Genstat package. (Appendix 5 and 6). 
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Table 6
 
Order of presentation of cooked whiting samples
 
to the acceptability taste panelists.
 
Order of presentation of samples 
Panelist 
session I session II 
1 OTP rm. 
2 . MUS KR:; 
, 
3 . sm I:NL 
4 'IKJ GKR 
5 ror N:;K 
6­ USM UN 
~ 
7 OOP RLD 
B HUT NKD 
9 USO RiL 
10 SMP LGN 
11 IMT GI<N 
12 nx> KRD 
Note: 
8an{>le code OM 0 G T S N R P U L K 
storage time in 
ice (days) 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
23 
3.00 RESUL'IS 
3.10 Physical Characteristic of M. novaeaelandiae 
rran	 the forty-six fish examined, the mean fork lerqth was found to be 
76.2 an (range 60.9 to 83.8 an). A few of the fish examined had well­
developed roes and their digestive tracts were found to be relatively empty. 
3.20 Physical Characteristics of the H. ssmifasoiata 
rran a total of thirty-six fish examined, the rrean weight of the fish was 
fourrl to be 66.2 g (range 27 to 186 g) am the mean fork length was 18.3 em 
(range 15.6 to 26.5 an). 
3.30	 sensory assessment of the raw blue grenadier samples stored in RSW. 
'!he results of the sensory assessrrent of the r2M blue grenadier samples 
stored in RSW by the four rrerhods of scoring are given as average total 
accumul.ated demerit point scores as shown in Table 7. Figure 1 shoes the 
graph of demerit point versus days in RSW by the four rrethods of sensory 
assessment used; Table 9 sh<J,t/S the correlation analysis. 
3.40	 sensory assessment of the raw whitirq samples stored in ice. 
'!he results of the sensory assessment of the r2M whitirq samples stored 
in ice by the four methods of scoring are given as average total accumuLat.ed 
demerit point scores as shown in Table 8. Figure 2 sh<J,t/S the graph of demerit 
point versus days in ice of the four nethods of sensory assessment used; Table 
9 sh<J,t/S the correlation analysis. 
3.50	 Attributes contributing to total score. 
Attributes that contribute to total score usirq the TFRJ scores (ungutted 
and gutted), EEC scores and the filleted sample scores are as shewn in Tables 
10 - 14. 
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Table 7 
Total demerit points fran sensory assessment of 
. blue grenadier samples stored in RSW. 
Average 'lbta1 Demerit R>int SCores 
[):lye in R;W	 TFRJ scores TFRJ scores EEl: scores Filleted Sample 
(urvJut t ed ) (gutted) (gutted) SCores 
3 3 3 1 1 
4 5 5 2 3 
6 10 10 6 6 
8 16 . 18 9 8 
9 19 21 11 10 
10 20 22 13 12 
11­ 22 24 15 14 
12 23 25 18 17 
13 24 26 19 18 
14 25 27 19 19 
17 29 31 21 23 
21 33 35 25 29 
Note:
 
Maximum possible scores for (1) 'Il"RJ scores (ungutted is 35
 
( 11) 'Il"RJ scores (gutted) is 29 
( 11i) EEX:: scores (gutted) is 30 
( iv) Filleted sample scores is 32 
&tV 
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~ 
6­
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~ •• TFRU SCORES (gutt~d i, 
• 
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5~ ~ ~ FILLETED SAMPLE SCORES. 
~ 
6 
4 
, , ,I J I I I !! 
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DAYS IN RSW 
Fig.l : Demerit Points Versus Days in RSW For Blue Grenadier Samples. 
Fig. 2: Demerit Points Versus Days in ice For Whiting Samples. I 
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Table 8
 
TOtal demerit points from sensory assessment of 
whi tirq samples stored in ice. 
Average TOtal Demerit Foint SCores 
rays in ice TFRJ scores TFRJ scores EEC scores Fi 11eted sample 
(urqutted) (gutted) (gutted) (gutted) 
1 1 1 0 0 
. 
3 2 2 1 1
 
5 4 4 2 3
 
7 7 9 3 4
 
9 13 15 6 9
 
n. 15 17 7 13
 
13 19 21 11 15
 
15 24 27 15 16
 
17 29 32 19 18
 
19 31 35 22 21
 
21 32 36 24 24
 
23 33 37 26 26
 
Note:
 
MaXllnum possible scores for (i) TFRJ scores (urqutted) is 35
 
( ii) TFRJ scores (gutted) is 39
 
( iii) EEC scores (gutted) is 30
 
( iv) Filleted sample scores is 32
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Table 9 
Relationship between tLme and demerit points 
for fish stored in RSW 
Method of Visual 
Assessment 
y- intercept slope correlation 
M. novaBMBlandias 
TFRJ (urqutted ~les) 0.32 1.75 0.97 
TFRJ (gutted samples) 0.32 1.90 0.96 
EEl: -2.31 1.46 0.97 
Filleted samples
•
.. 
-3.57 1.58 0.99 
H. sBmifasoiata 
TFRJ (urqutted samples) -2.45 1.67 0.99 
TFRJ (gutted samples) -2.73 1.87 0.99 
EOC -4.14 1.29 0.98 
Filleted samples -2.44 1.25 0.99 
<'­
--------------- ------------------------------------------
------------- - ------------- -------- ------
Table 10 
Attributes contributing to total score using TFRO scores 
(gutted and ungutted) 
Attributes involved in score change 
Score 
Blue grenadier in RSW	 Whiting in ice 
Stiffness; Eyes - clarity, blood: Slllne; Stiffness; Eyes - clarity, shape and blood; 
<10	 . Gills - smell; Vent - smell. SlBne; Gills - colour, smell and mucous; 
Vent - smell; 
Belly cavity - stains and blood. 
Appearance; Eyes-shape; Stiffness; 
Gills - smell, colour and mucous; Skin; 
Stiffness; appearance; gill-smell; 
Scales; belly-discolouration and firmness; N so 
>10<20 SCales; belly - discolouration and firmness Vent - smell 
Vent - smell and condition: 
Belly cavity - stains and blood. 
Appearance; Slllne; Eyes - clarity, shape, Appearance; SlBne: Scales; Skin; 
blood and iris; Gills - colour; Eyes - clarity and shape; 
>20<30 Belly - discolouration. Gills - mucous, smell am colour; 
Vent - condi tion and smell 
Belly cavity ­ blood. 
Appearance: Gills - mucous and smell;	 SlBne: Eyes - iris am blood; 
Belly - discolouration and firmness: Belly - discolouration and firmness; 
>30 Vent - condition and smell; Vent - condition 
Belly cavity - blood.	 Belly cavity - stains. 
Table 11
 
Attributes cont.ribut irq to total score us irq EEC scores
 
Attributes involved in score change . 
Score 
Blue grenadier in RSW W1iting in ice 
<7 
Appearance - skin, eyes, gills, organs; 
Physical condition - flesh; 
Odour-gills, skin and abdominal cavity 
Appearance-skin, eyes, gills, flesh and organs; 
Odour-gills, skin and abdominal cavity. 
Appearance-skins, eyes, gills, flesh, Appearance-eyes and organs: atv 
vertebral column and organs; Physical condition-flesh and peritoneum; 
>7<14	 Physical condition - flesh. Odour-gills, skin and abdominal cavity. 
Appearance-eyes, flesh and vertebral Appearance-skin, gills and organs: 
column: Physical condition-flesh, vertebral column 
>14<21 Physical condition-vertebal column and and peritoneum. 
peritoneum; Odour-gills, skin and abdominal cavity. 
Odour-gills, skin and abdominal cavity. 
Appearance-skin, eyes, gills, flesh and Appearance-skin, eyes, gills, flesh and 
vertebral column; vertebral column 
>21	 Physical condition-flesh and peritoneum; Physical cOndition-flesh, vertebral column 
Odour-gills, skin and abdominal cavity. and peri toneum • 
Table 12 
Attributes contributing to total score using filleted sample scores 
Score 
<5 . 
Attributes involved in score change 
Blue grenadier in RSW 
Appearance - blood stains, skin colour; 
<XIour - flesh. 
M1iting in ice 
-----­--------------­
Appearance - skin colour, 
odour - flesh. 
Cbndition - gaping, wetness. 
Appearance - colour of flesh; Appearance - colour of flesh, blood stains, 
Texture - flesh; skin colour; <...> 
......>5<10 Cbndition - gaping, bruising, wetness.	 Ease of filleting; 
Texture - flesh. 
Appearance - colour of flesh, blood stains, Appearance - colour of flesh, clotting, skin 
clotting, skin colour: skin colour; 
>10<20 odour - flesh; odour - flesh 
Cbndition - gaping, wetness, autolysis, COndition - gaping, bruising, wetness, 
other discolourations; autolysis and other discolouration. 
Ease of skinning. 
Appearance - colour of flesh, blood stains; Appearance - colour of flesh, blood stains, 
skin colour; clotting: 
>20 Texture - flesh: Texture - flesh; 
odour - flesh; Odour ­ flesh; 
COndition - gaping, bruising, wetness, Cbndition - wetness, autolysis. 
autolysis. 
Ease of skinr.ing. 
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Table 13
 
Diff~rent emphasis in scoring systems for whole fish
 
as between the EEl:: and TFID.
 
Attribute	 Number of potential demerit points 
TFRJ EEl:: 
1Ippearance (general) 3	 0 
skin ) 
scales 6 3 
slime 
Stiffness (Rigor) 2 0 
Eyes 7 3 
Gills 7 6 
Belly 5 0 
Vent 5 0 
Belly cavity 4 3 
Flesh cut fram abdomen 0 3 
Flesh texture 0 3 
Vertebral column 0 6 
Internal organs 0 3 
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3.60 Relative merits of the scoring systems 
The four scor irq methcds were used on the same samples of t ish. Any 
sample had therefore deteriorated to the same extent on anyone day. Figs 3 
am 4 shew the scores converted to percentages of possible deroorit point 
scores. The discrepancy in the accumulation of demerit points between the EEC 
am TFRJ scor irq methods is clearly shown. IEference to Table 2, 3 am 13 
shOool that this is caused by the lack of questions regarding rigor, looseness 
of scales, condition of belly am vent am the qroupi.nq of colour am mucous 
in the gills as single po i nt.s , thus halving the pot.ent Ia I gill demerit point 
score. canparison of the t\\O species in Table 9 ShONS that the rate of 
accumulation of demerit p::>ints was more consistent for the TFRU system than by 
the EEX:: scor i oq meth<Xl or by scorinq of fillets. 
3.70 Time taken to score the fish 
The average time taken to score an individual fish using the TFPlJ 
(unqut.ted) scores, TFRJ (gutted) scores, EEX:: scores am the filleted aamp Le 
scores were found to be 1 min 25 sec, 1 min 55 sec, 3 min 45 sec and 1 min 50 
sec respectively. The EEX:: score sheet is more t iroe consumi.oq in that more than 
one question is asked about an attribute for the giving of only one demerit. 
point, this requires conscious thought. 
3.80 Acceptability taste panel results of blue grenadier samples • 
. 
Figures 5, 6 am 7 shOool the mean taste panel scores in graphic form for 
flavour, texture and overall acceptability of cooked blue grenadier samples 
stored in RSW; table 14 shows the results of the statistical analysis. 
3.90 Acceptability taste panel results of whiting samples. 
Figures 8, 9 am 10 shOool the mean taste panel scores in graphic form for 
flavour, texture and overall acceptability of cooked whiting samples stored in 
ice; table 15 shows the results of the statistical analysis. 
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Acceptability of deep fried blue grenadier samples stored in FSW.
 
rays in R3W 
Acceptability 3 4 6 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 17 21 
Flavour 5.0a 5.0a 4.S a 5.1a 5.0a 5.1a 5.0a 4.Sa 4.9a 5.3a 4.1b 3.5b 
Texture 4.9bc 5.1abc 4.S bed 5.2ab 4.Sbed 5.3ab 5.2abc 5.2ab 4.Sbed 5.5a 4.6cd 4.3d 
OJerall 5.0ab 5.1ab 4.7be 5.2ab 4.Sb 5.lab 5.2ab 5.0ab 4.7b 5.4 a 4.1c 3.5d 
a,b,c 
d 
significantly different (p<O.OOl) 
significantly different (p<O.Ol) 
W 
so 
Table 15 
Acceptability of deep fried whiting samples stored in ice 
rays in ice 
Acceptability 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Flavour 5.Sab 5.9a 5.9a 6.0a 5.9a 5.S ab 5.1b 5.4ab 5.3ab 3.7c 3.7c 3.1c 
Texture 5.9ab 5.9a 5.3bed 5.S ab 6.3a 5.9ab 4.7cde 5.4be 5.6ab 5.5ab 4.4e 4.6de 
OJera11 5.7ab 5.S ab 5.9ab 6.0a 6.0a 5.Sab 5.2b 5.3ab 5.5ab 4.2c 3.6cd 3.1d 
a,b,c,d,e significantly different (P<0.001). 
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~.oo DISCUSSION 
4.10 Sensory assessment of the raw blue grenadier samples stored in RSW. 
'!he results of sensory assessment on the raw blue grenadier samples 
stored in RSW by the four met.hods of scoring all sheM that there is 
progressive increment in total demerit points with storage time for all the 
four methods (Table 7). It was also fourxi that the accumulation of demerit 
points with time of storage of the fish in ffiW occurred in a saui-linear 
fashion for all -the four scoring methods used (Figure 1). '!he variables (time 
" 
of storage and demerit· points score) were all highly correlated (Table 9). 
'!he correlation equation of the TFRJ (ungutted samples) and TFRJ (gutted 
sanples) scores were similar, roth having a zero time intercept of 0.32 but 
with the TFRJ (gutted samples) scores having a slightly greater slope by 0.15. 
'!he EEC scores and the filleted sample scores roth have lower slopes i.e. 
1.46 and 1.58 respectively canpared with the TFRJ (ungutted sample) and TFRJ 
(gutted sample) scores of 1.75 and 1.90 respectively. lbwever, the EOC scores 
which have the lowest slope; have a fairly similar correlation equation with 
the filleted sample scores (Table 9). '!he negative intercepts reflected the 
slightly more sigrroid relationship for these samples. '!his suggests that the 
TFRJ (gutted) scoring method is the rrost sensitive of the four methods, 
followed by the TFRJ (ungutted), the filleted sample and the EEC scores. 
It was also found that after 21 days of storage in RSW, the blue 
grenadier samples had not reached their maximun possible scores in any of the 
four scoring rrethods used (Table 7). '!he TFRJ (ungutted sample) score only 
reached 94.3% of its possible maximun value whereas the TFRJ (gutted sample) 
scores, EEC scores and the filleted sample score reached only 89.7%, 83.3% ar~ 
90.6% of their possible maximun score. '!his means that all the four methods 
of scoring can still be sensitive to changes in the quality of the blue 
grenadier samples stored in RSW after 21 days of storage time. 
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Figures 1 and 3 also shOVt' that the pattern of the graphs of demerit 
points against days storage in R3W of the four methcx:is of scoring is similar 
i.e. a tendency to be slightly sigmoid. fbwever, the filleted sanple scores 
sean to be rrore sensitive than the EOC scores at the later part of the storage 
time i.e. after 14 days of storage, and the scores continued to rise. 
1be rrost obvious indicator of change for the blue grenadier stored in ffiW 
using the TFRJ scores (both gutted and unJUtted sanples) was the eyes (clarity 
and blood), followed by odour developnent of the gills, (Table 10). '!his is 
-, 
also foond to be true wi th the EOC freshness score (Table 11). Fbr the 
filleted sample scores, the appearance and odoor of the flesh seems to be the 
most obvious indicator of change follOVt'ed by the condition of the fillets such 
as gaping, bruisin;) am wetness (Table 12). 
4 .20 sensory assessment of the raw whi ting samples stored in ice. 
1he results of sensory assessment on the rCJ:.#l whiting samples stored in 
ice by the foor roothods of scoring also shows that there is a progressive 
increment in total demerit points with storage time for all the four methods 
of scoring (Table 8). Ps with the blue grenadier, the aCCLD1UJlation of demerit 
points with time of storage of the whiting in ice also occurred in a serni­
linear fashion for all the foor scoring methods used (Figure 2 and 4) wi th a 
slight lag in the initial phase. Interestingly, this was not observed in the 
case of blue grenadier sanples stored in ffiW probably because the first 
samplin;) of the blue grenadier starts only fran the third day after catch 
whereas the first sampling of the whiting starts fran the first day after 
catch. Also the blue grenadier was handled qu i te roughly on the deck, in fact 
three oot of the four fish samples on the first rerroval i.e. the third day 
after catching, had already showed blood in their eyes. 
Bremner et al (1985) when using the TFRJ score sheet to assess the 
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quality of four tropical fish species fran the oorth west shelf of hJstralia 
(stored in ice) also fourrl that the accumulation of demerit points with time 
of storage in ice occurred in a linear fashion. 
PB wi th blue grenadier, the variables (tine of storage ard darneri t points 
score) were all highly correlated (Table 9). Also the correlation equation of 
the TFRJ (ungutted) ard TFRJ (gutted) scores were similar, with the TFJU 
(gutted) score having a slightly greater slope by 0.20 Crable 9). '!he EEC 
scores am filleted sample scores also have lower s lopes l ,e , 1.29 ard 1.25 
'.. 
respectively ocmpared to the TFm (ungutted) and (gutted) scores of 1.67 and 
1.87 respectively. However, unlike the blue grenadier, the filleted samples 
of the whi t ing had the 10liest slope. '!he more sensi tive na ture of the EEC 
scores as canpared to the filleted sample scores in the case of the whiting 
especially after 12 days storage in ice can be explained by the snaller size 
of the whitirlJ (fork length ranging fran 15.6 to 26.5 an) as canpared to the 
size of the blue grenadier (fork length ranging 80.9 to 83.8 an); the snaller 
fish terrl to spoil faster especially the interior parts of the fish. PB the 
EEC scores depend nuch on the sensory assessment of the interior parts of the 
fish such as the appearance and condition of the flesh, vertebral colwnn, 
interior organs, per i t.oneun and abdaninal cavity (Table 3) which makes up more 
than 18 demerit points out of the total possible maxinun of 30, the 
sensitiveness of its score is thus self-explanatory in the case of whiting. 
Connell (1980) explained that large fish keep marginally better than small 
fish because larger fish have a smaller surface to volume ratio so that in the 
same tUne less of their interior is affected. 
The above results confirmed the previous suggestion that the TFRU 
(gutted) scorIoq methcrl is the roost sensitive of the four methods. It was 
found that after 23 days of storage in ice, the whiting scmples had not 
reached the maximun possible scores in any of the four methods used (Table 
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8). The 1FIU (UBJutted) scores had reached only 94-3% of its possible maximum 
value whereas the TFRJ (gutted) scores, EOC scores, am the filleted sample 
scores reached only 94 .9%, 86.7% and 81 .3% of their poea Ibl.e maximum score. 
Therefore, all the four methods of scoriBJ can still be sensitive to changes 
in quality of the whiting samples stored in ice after 23 days of storage tUne. 
'Ihe roost obvious irxHcator of chaDJe for the whiting stored in ice using 
the TFIU score sheet was the eyes (clarity, shape and blcx:x:l) followed by the 
develq:xnent of -col.our, odour and nucous of the gills (':fable 10). Bremner et 
al (1985) when working with four tropical species f~ the north west shelf of 
Australia also found that the most obvious indicator of change for fish stored 
in ice was the eyes (their clarity am shape) follCAtled by odour developnent 
and colour changes in the gills. This was also found in the case of blue 
grenadier in ~ discussed earlier. OJrran et al (1981) when investigating 
the quality changes duriBJ iced storage of three carmercially important 
species of fish fran Bahrein also found that, of the visual and olfactory 
assessments, gill odour showed the roost pranise as a quality control index. 
Pgain this is also found to be true with the EOC freshness score of both the 
blue grenadier and the whitiBJ (Table 11). AccordiBJ to ~ate (1972), it 
was generally agreed that odour of the gills is the most sensitive measure of 
freshness but the visual appearance of the eyes, gills arxi skin was quicker to 
use in practice on the market. 
For the filleted sample scores of the whiting, the most obvious indicator 
of chanqe was the appearance and odour of the flesh (Table 12). This too 
agreed with the findiBJs for blue grenadier stored in ffiW. 
AccordiBJ to Baines et al (1969), with fish, eatiBJ is related to four 
main attributes or quality factors viz. appearance, odour and texture of the 
rCM and cooked fish and in the latter also flavour. '!he ultimate purpose of 
testing the raw fish is to estimate the eating quality, which is here taken to 
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mean the degree of freshness of flavour. Acoording to Baines and Shewan 
(1965), the most,reliable test for predicting flavour sqore is raw odour. 
4.30 The ease aM difficulties of using the four methods of scoring. 
It was found that the TFRJ (ungutted) scores was the easiest and quickest 
method to use as it takes on average only about 1 min 25 sec to score a fish 
canpared to 1 min 55 sec, 3 min 45 sec, ard 1 min 50 sec for the TFRJ 
(gutted), EOC and the filleted sample scores. '!he E:~ score was found to be 
the roost tedious besides taking the longest time to soore a fish. 
'!he TFIU (ungutted) scores also have the advantage of not requiring a 
knife in order to score ard also were less IOOSSY to work with canpared to all 
the other nethods. Also the attributes to be assessed were arranged and 
organised in such a way in the score sheet that it is easy to score a fish 
starting from assessing the app:arance and skin and ending with the condition 
and smell of the vent. 
4.40 Acceptability taste panel results of the blue grenadier samples. 
4.41 Flavour acceptability. 
Figure 5 shc7ws the flavour acceptability of the deep fried samples of 
blue grenadier. Samples stored in R3W for less than 17 days were found 
statistically (Table 14) to be indistinguishable (P<0.001), fran each other; 
then there was a significant fall in the flavour acceptability of the samples 
stored in RSW for 17 days onwards. '!he sarrt>le stored for 21 days had a still 
lower mean value of 3.5, but it was not significantly different fran the 
semple stored for 17 days which had a nean value of 4.1 It is interesting to 
note that despite the progressive increase in sodiun uptake of the blue 
grenadier samples stored in RSW from about 71.15 : 3.5 mg sodium(lOO g tissue 
initially to 724 * 33 mg/lOO g tissue on the 16th day aM to 729 * 17 mg/lOO g 
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tissue on the 21st day (Burford, 1984); the panelists seem not to be 
negatively affected by the increasing salt content of the samples with storage 
tUne; and in fact some of the panelists added more salt to their samples I 
111is result contradicts statements made by previous reseachers that t.he 
storage life using R3W may be limited by increases in salt content in the fish 
flesh (Boyd et aI, 1978). '!he maximun desirable salt content according to 
Tcm1inson et al (1974) as quoted by Boyd et al (1978) is about 0.5%, but at 
the 16th day of· R:>W storage, the salt content fOl,lNj In the flesh of blue 
'. 
grenadier samples was already more than 0.7%. fbwever, the panelist only ate 
40g pieces, it might have been a different case if the fish has been as a 
whole meal , 
4.42 Texture acceptability. 
Figure 6 shows the texture acceptability of the deep fried blue grenadier 
samples stored in R3W. eespf te sane apparent abberant values (such as the 
high rrean of 5.5 for the sample stored for 14 days in RSW), it is obvious that 
the texture acceptability showed a significant decreasing trend (p<O.Ol) from 
seventeen days of storage onwards. The abberant texture values are possibly 
due to the fact that the fish texture might have been masked by the bread 
crunbs used to coat; the fish samples before deep fryi~. This agrees with the 
observations of Bremner et al (1985) wtx> found that the inherent textural 
softness of P. piotiue and the tougheni~ on storage of N. peroni i: detected by 
a profile panel usilYJ steamed fillets were no lo~er noticeable when the fish 
was deep fried in batter. Bremner (1980) also reported that despi te t.he 
softness of the raw flesh, the cooked flesh of blue grenadier is reasonably 
firm. 
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4.33 OVerall acceptability. 
The overall acceptability of the deep fried blue grenadier samples stored 
in R:)W (figure 7) seems to follCM a similar pattern to its flavour 
acceptability (figure 5)~ in which a significant fall in overall acceptability 
was only observed fran the samples held fran 17 days in RSW onwards (p<O .001) , 
as shawn in Tablel4. 
'rnus all the above results showed that there was a significant fall in 
flavour, texture and overall acceptability of blue ~renadier from 17 days of 
R:)W storage onwards which was found to be equivalent to the accumulated 
demerit point scores of 29 of the TFRJ (ungutted) scoresr 31 of the TFRl 
(gutted) scoresr 21 of the EOC scores and 23 of the filleted sample 
scores. Jones (1964) states that the acceptability of a fish is a function of 
its suitability for further processing and of its inmediate appearance, its 
texture, its odour and its flavour. 
4.50 Acceptability taste panel results of the whiting samples. 
4.51 Flavour acceptability. 
Figure 8 shows the flavour acceptability of the deep fried whiting 
samples stored in ice. 'rtle twelve sample times could be analysed individually 
since the means if analysed by canbining adjacent sample times to give six 
sample groups are in fact the means of the adjacent times if analysed 
individually, it was found that samples of the first nine renovals i se , up to 
17 days of storage in ice are more or less indistinguishable (abberant value 
at 7th removal). '!he last three removals i.e. samples stored in ice for 19, 
21 and 23 days were found to be of significantly lower flavour acceptability 
(p < 0.001) as shawn in Table 5. 
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4.52 Texture acceptability. 
Except for the abberation at the 7th rem:>val i .9. at day 13 of ice 
storage; there is a significant reduction of texture acceptability at the 21 I
I 
and 23 days of ice storage (p <0.001) as shown by figure 9 and Table'5. t 
I
I 
I 
4.53 Over~ll acceptability. ! 
\ 
'!he overal I acceptability of the whiting sanples stored in ice is very 
much similar to its f Lavour' acceptability except at. day 19 of ice storage 
" 
where the ovara.l I acceptability shows a higher mean of 4.2 carpared to the 
flavoor acceptability mean of 3.7 (figure 10 and Table 5). '!here is however a 
significant sudden drop to lOil scores fran the lOth removal i.e. day 19 of 
storage in ice (p <0.001). 
'!hus all the above results for whitifVJ sanples showed that there was a 
significant fall in flavCXJr and overall acceptability fram 19 days ice storage 
onwards which is equivalent to the accumulated demerit points of 31 of the 
TFRJ (unqut.ted) scores; 35 of the TFRJ (gutted) scores; 22 of the EEC 
scores and 21 of the filleted sample scores. '!he results are interesti~ in 
that the oorresponding total accLDnulated demerit points at the time when 
significant falls in flavour, texture and overall acceptability of the blue 
grenadier and whiting samples stored in I5W and ice respectively, were quite 
similar. 
5.00 CONCLUSION 
5.10 Feasibility of using demerit points 
Accumulation of demerit points with time of storage of M. 
in RM and H. eemif'aeaiatia in ice was found to be highly 
occurred in a semi-linear fashion irrespective of the method of 
novas8slandiae 
correlated and 
scori~ used. 
...... '-.. ..._ ....,~uo._a,:~_'•.--_.--...I ! ". e , ... ..-,.Ii..,'. ....-..............- .............
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1he slopes of the lines (rate of accumulation of demerit points) and its 
relative spoilage. rate were found to be similar for the t\toO species provided 
the sane method of scoring is employed. 1his tends to suggest that the method 
is possibly independent of species am methods of storage or at least 
applicable to the two species in RSW and ice respectively. 
TIle TFRJ (ungutted) scores were foum to be the easiest arrl quickest 
method to use although the TFRJ (gutted) scores were the roost sensitive. 1he 
EEX:: freshness scores were hCl'.>lever foum to be the JOOSt tedious aod difficult 
•. I, 
to use besides taking more than twice the time taken to score a fish ocmpared 
to the TFRJ (ungut ted) scores. 
Although there were slig~t differences between the t\toO species in those 
characteristics where changes were first made (Table 10, 11 and 12); there is 
enough evidence to conclude that the changes in the appearance of the eyes am 
the odour developnent of the gills are the JOOSt obvious arrl valuable indicator 
of charqe in quality when using the TFIU or the EEl:: scores while the 
appearance am odour of the fish flesh seems to be the JOOSt obvious indicator 
when assessing the filleted sample. 
1he shelf-life of M. navaezel.andiae stored in RSW was found to be 14 days 
(less than 17 days) whilst that of H. semifasoiata stored in ice was fourrl to 
be 17 days (less than 19 days), beyond which the fish had developed spoilage 
characteristics that were disliked by the acceptability taste panel. 
1he cut-off point at which spoilage of the samples would have rendered 
the quality of the fish sample to be unacceptable fran the consumer's point of 
view ~ld be that equivalent to the accumulated demerit point of >29 for the 
TFRJ (gutted arrl ungutted) scores am >21 for the EOC and filleted sample 
scores. 
This study thus confinned the potential use of demerit points such as the 
TFRJ (ungutted) scores as an easy, quick, cheap, non-destructive and reliable 
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method of sensory assessment of fish quality. In fact, Branch and Vail (1985) 
had studied the possible use of a prototype pocket-sized computer to determine 
the condition and shelf-life of temperate and tropical species of fish based 
on data that is derived fran the sensory score sheets for the assessment of 
fish quality developed at the (SIR:> Division of fbod lEsearch, 'Iasmanian Fbod 
Research Unit (TFlU), Hobart. 
5.20 RJrpose for which demerit points are to be used 
Many scor i oq systerrs are used to predict the nunber of days fish have 
been stored on ice, and in nore recent years "ICETIME" (equivalent days on 
ice) I ard thus through years of experience the taste panel acceptability of 
the fish. I 
However, fish is sold on appearance and a scoring system may be used for 
assessirg marketability of whole or gutted fish or fillets, or for setting 
standards in bulk buying. The EEC scoring system is used, for example, at 
fish markets at first point of sale, to grade the fish and establish 
withdrawal prices. A 'Ibrry/Shewan type system is often used as a purohas i nq 
specification from finn to firm. 
Before a final demerit point system is selected for any COlIOOdity, its 
ultimate purpose should be established. For example, the demerit points 
chosen for whole fish which nost closely resemble the rate of change of 
demerit points for fillets of that species might be the most useful. 
A linear rate of change of demerit points with time is nose favoured 
because it enables prediction of remaining shelf-life. Const..JJrer 
unacceptability should be at a point where, perhaps, 75% of the demerit points 
have been accrued. Further scores would still be available for categories 
such as "suitable for fish meal". D3merit points are not; an indication of the 
acceptability of fish, as eaten, where off-odours, flavours and fillet 
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tdiscolouration are masked by batters or curries. Their correlation with the iodours, flavours, off odours aod off flavours of steamed fish are currently ;~ 
'.~ 
.~being examined by other workers at the Tasmanian ~ Research unit and highly 
significant correlations are found. Even when fish are subsequently eaten 
battered or curried demerit points give a good indication of remaining shelf 
life. Thus whitiOJ with a 'Smiley' flavour score of 5.8 after 1 day on ice 
has a n'lU gutted demerit score of 1 and a high quality life (eaten crumbed 
and fried) of a further 16 days, while whitiOJ stored for 11 days on ice with 
the sane flavour score has a gutted demerit score of 17 and a further shelf 
life of 6 days. 
5.30 SUggestion for further work. 
'Ib ascertain its potentially wide application as a simple, quick and 
technically sound methcx:i of assessing fish quality, many more studies using 
other species of fish, both temperate and tropical species, and in various 
storage conditions should be undertaken using a demerit point scorIrq system 
such as that developed by the TFlU. 
The score sheet has proved invaluable when sending individuals untrained 
researchers away on distant water fishing trips. Ps yet 00 standard 
deviations have been detennined using a team of assessors with coded samples 
of unknown history. This may require a separate group design. 
The effect of lean fish and fatty fish on the scores should also be 
studied because factors such as seasonal variations in biological conditions; 
Lmproper gutting and washing, mechanical damage and filth, and changes due to 
storage in R3W or shelving may have considerable influence on its shelf-
life. Reports such as those of smith et al (1979) clearly showed that in fish 
such as the blue whitirlJ (Mioroomesistius poubaeeous , there is greater degree 
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of seasonal variability than in other gadoid species, the overall 
acceptability droppirq dramatically once the fish have spawned. Fish accepted 
for processing for food has to be of a higher standard of quality than fish 
accepted for Imredfate sale across the counter to the consumer, therefore 
there is a need to rreet a minimum score before they could be processed into 
food. Gradirq is therefore best left to the user. sorenson (1971) states 
that in establishing limi ts of acceptance, an allowance had to be made for 
deterioration that; would continue to take place during processing and storage 
prior to reaching the consimer , 
The only final criteria of the objectivity of sensory or any other 
assessment are results that are reproducible many times which is by definition 
a lcn.J-tenn process, and in the meantime one requires short-cut indications 
that one is headirq in the right direction. 
Ferhaps a final caution Is necessary, as in the Y.Qrds of Ehrenberg and 
Shewan (1953), "not too much must be expected: even the best measuring 
instruments occasionally go oot of control". 
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You will be given .~•. aamples of cooked fish. Please assess the fish for flavour, textur~ and 
overall liking as though you had purchased them in a takeaway food shop. Hark the sample 
identification under the face that most closely describes your impression• 
I 
.... 
·5' S .­2 3 4 
FLAVOUR
 
'I'EX'l'URE 
. -.- . 
OVERALL 
UKING 
, '"7" •• 'yc ) I ': ...'_ ... ,, v J .. _. _ . 
I1PP~N{JIJ( 3
 
ELF PRINT MODULE 
DATABASE: B.GREN.VZS.ASS. (A). 
OBS DAYS-R DM.PTS 
"­
1 3 2
 
2 3 3
 
3 3 3
 
4 3 3
 
3 4 3
 
6 4 3
 
7 4 6
 
e 4 :5
 
9 6 1"
 
18 6 10
 
11 6 18
 
12 6 18
 
13 e 13
 
14 8 16
 
13 8 13
 
16 8 17
 
17 9 18
 
18 9 18
 
19 9 • 19
 
29 9 19
 
21 19 19
 
22 1" 21
 
23 . 1" 19
 
24 1" 21
23 . 11 21
 
26 11 22
 
27 11 22
 
29 11 22
 
29 12 22
 
3" 12 22
 31 12 23
 
32 12 23
 
33 13 23
 
34 13 23
 
33 13 22
 
36 13 23
 
37 14 24
 
38 14 23
 
39 14 26
4" 14 25 17 26
:~ 17 39
 
43 17 38
 
44 17 29
 
43 21 32
 
46 21 33
 
ELF SCATTER MODULE
 
DATABASE: B.GREN.VIS.ASS.(At.
 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (Xt: DAYS-RSW
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE (Yt: DM.PTS.
 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .9666
 
R SQUARED .9343
 
T STATISTIC 23."1621 
INTERCEPT tAt .31799
 
SLOPE tSt 1.73399 • 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 2.19473 
OBSERVATIONS 46
 
Y: DM.PT9. XI DAYS-RSW 
YMIN -18 YMAX 61 YINC e 
XMIN -1.9 XMAX 2e.9 XINe 2. 
] y! 
." , __ .:.t'=-' , I , I , .0(I I 
JPRH6ELF PRINT MODULE 
-
?SYNTAX ERROR 
DATABASE:: J3l.GREN.V:I:S.ASS. (F:I:L). 
OB8 DAYS-R DM.PT8 
1 ::s 1
 
2 4 :5
 
::s 6 6
 
~ e 8
 
~ 9
 1"
 
6 19 12
 
7 11 14
 
8 12 17
 
9 . 13 18
 
1" 14 19 •
 
11 17 23 '
 
12 21 29
 
ELF SCATTER MODULE
 
DATABASE: B.GREN.VIS.ASS.CFIL).
 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CX): DAYS-RSW
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE IY): DM.PTS.
 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT ~996"3
 
R SQUARED .992
 
T STATISTIC 3~.36977
 
INTERCEPT CA) -3.~6~41
 
SLOPE CB) 1.~8426
 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE .77667
 
OBSERVATIONS 12
 
v: DM.PTS. x: DAYS-RSW 
VMIN -2~ VMAX ~~ YINC ~ 
XMIN -1.9 XMAX 2~.9 XINC 2. 
] 
• 
-
?SYNTAX ERROR' 
lPRH6ELF PRINT MODULE 
DATABASE: B.GREN.V:X::S.ASS. (A/G)_ 
OB6 
1
 
2
 
3
 
4
 
~ 
6
 
7
 
8
 
9
 
Hi' 
11
 
12
 
13
 
14
 
1~ 
16
 
17
 
-18
 
19
 
2"
 
21
 
22
 
23
 
24
 
2~ 
26
 
27
 
28
 
29
 
3"
 
31
 
32
 
33
 
34
 
3~ 
36
 
37
 
:J8 
39
 
4" 
41
 
42
 
43
 
44
 
4~ 
46
 
DAYS-R 
3
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
6
 
6
 
6
 
6
 
8
 
8
 
8 •
 
8
 
9
 
9
 
9
 
9
 
1"
 
1"
 
1"
 
1"
 
11
 
11
 
11
 
11
 
DM.PTS 
2
 
3
 
3
 
3
 
~ 
6
 
~ 
~ 
1"
 
1"
 
1"
 
1"
 
17
 
18
 
17
 
19
 
2~ 
2"
 
21
 
21
 
21
 
23
 
21
 
23
 
23
 
24
 
24
 
24
 
12 24
 
12 24
 
12 2:5
 
12 2:5
 
13 27
 
13 2:5
 
J3 24
 
13 27
 
104 26
 
J04 2::S
 
14 28
 
14 27
 
17 28
 
17 32
 
17 32
 
17 31
 
21 34
 
21 3:5 
ELF SCATTER MODULE
 
DATABASE: B.OREN.VIS.ASS.CA/O).
 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IX): DAVS-RSW
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE IV): DM.PTS.
 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .9~76~
 
R SQUARED .917
 
T STATISTIC 22.S6S88
 
INTERCEPT lA) .323~7
 
SLOPE lB) 1.89812
 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 2.69324
 
OBSERVATIONS 46
 
Y: DM. PT6. X: DAYS-RSW 
" ..... ~, _",01: VMAV "'2'~ YfNe ~ 
XMIN -1.9 XNAX 2:l.9 XINC 2. 
] 
" 
?9YNTA)( ERROR • 
]PRN6ELF PRINT MODULE 
DATABASE:' B.GREN.VXS.ASS. 
OB6 DAY6-R DM.PTS 
1 3 1
 
2 3 1
 
3 3 1
 
4 3 1
 
:5 4 1
 
6 4 4
 
7 4 3
 
9 4 1
 
9 6 6
 
18 6 6
 
11 6 6
 
12 '6 6
 
13 9 8
 
14 9 9
 
1:5 8 8
 
16 8 9
 
l" 9 18
 
19 9 11
 
19 9 12
 
28 9 12
 
21 18 12
 
22 18 14
 
23 18 11
 
24 18 14
 
25 11 1:5
 
26 11 13
 
27 11 1:5
 
29 11 1:5 .
 
29 12 17
 
3" 12 18
 
31 12 19
 
32 12 18

g:J l~ .,. 
34 13 18
 
3~ 13 18
 
36 13 19
 
37 14 19
 
JB 14 19
 
39 14 19
 
48 14 19
 
41 17 19
 
42 17 23
 
43 17 21
 
44 17 2.0
 
-
(EEC). 
,q~ 21 23 
,q6 21 26 
ELF SCATTER MODULE
 
DATABASE: B.GREN.VIS.ASS.CEEC).
 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IX): DAYS-RSW
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE IY): DM.PTS.
 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .96691
 
R SQUARED .93,q9
 
T STATISTIC 2~.14824
 
INTERCEPT IA) -2.38937
 
SLOPE IB) 1.46219
 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1.S28eS
 
OBSERVATIONS ,q6
 
Y: DM.PTS. X: DAYS-RSW 
YMIN -2,q YM'AX ~:5 YINC ~ 
XMIN -1.9 XMAX 2:5.9 XJNC 2. 
,... l 
,. 
?SYNTAX ERROR 
lPRM8ELF PRINT MODULE 
-
• 
" 
.. 
APPE.NJ)/K 4 
-
DATABASE: WHZTXNG VXS:'ASS. (A) •
 
OBS DAYS-I 
1 1
 
2 1
 
3 1
 
4 3
 
:5 3
 
6 3
 
"7 ~
 
9 :5 
9 :5
 
Ii'
 "7
 
11 "7
 
12 "7
 
. 
13 9 
14 9 
1~ 9 
016 11
 
1"7 11
 
19 11
 
DM.PTS 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
3 
:5 
a 
"7 .' 
9 
. ... 
13 
15 • 
13 
16 
14 
1~019 13 2 8
 
28 13 16
 
21 13 20
 
22 15 24
 
23 1~ 24
 
24 1:5 25
 
2:5 1"7 29
 
26 1"7 29
 
2"7 1"7 38
 
29 19 30
 
29 19 38
 
38 19 32
 
31 21 33
 
32 21 32
 
33 21 32
 
34 23 32
 
3~ 23 32
 
36 23 34
 
ELF SCATTER MODULE
 
DATABASE: WHITING VIS.ASS.IA).
 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE tX): DAYS-ICE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE tV): qM.PTS. 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .98:514 
R SQUARED .978:5 
T STATISTIC 33.44414 
INTERCEPT tAt -2.4:5163 
SLOPE CBt 1.669:58 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 2.86799 
OBSERVATIONS 36 
Y: DM.PTS. x: DAYS-ICE 
" YMIN -22 YMAX l:S7 YINC l:S
- XMIN -1.9 XMAX 2:5.9 XINC 2. 
] 
I
 
J 
-?8YNTAX ERROR 
]PRM6ELF PRINT MODULE ­
DATABASE: WHITING VIS.ASS. (A/G).
 
OB8 DAYS-I DM.PT8 
1 1 1 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 
4 3 1 
~ 3 2 
6 3 2 
7 ~ 4 
9 ~ 3 
9 ~ ~ 
18 7 18 
11 7 9 
12 7 18 
13 9 1~ 
14 9 17 
1~ 9 1~ 
16 11 18 
17 11 16 
18 11 17 
19 13 22 
28 13 18 
21 13 22 
22 1~ 26 
23 1~ 27 
24 1~ 28 
2~ 17 32 
26 17 32 
27 17 33 
28 19 34 
29 19 34 
38 19 36 
31 21 37 
32 21 36 
33 21 36 
34 23 36 
3~ 23 36 
36 23 38 
ELF SCATTER MODULE 
DATABASE: WHITINO VIS.ASS.(A/O). 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (X). DAY8-ICE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE (Y): DM.PTS. 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .986~2 
R SQUARED .973 
T STATISTIC 3~.B167B 
INTERCEPT CAl -2.72~33 
SLOPE CBI 1.97S63 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 2.21294 
OBSERVATIONS 36 
Y: DM.PTS. X: DAYS-ICE 
YHIN -19.~ YHAX ~9.~ YINC ~ 
XHIN -1.9 XHAX 2~.9 XINC 2. 
] 
-?SYNTAX ERROR 
lPRM6ELF PRINT MODULE 
DATABASE: WHITING VIS.ASS. (EEC). 
OBS DAYS-I DM.PTS 
1 1 
2 1 "
 
3 1 "
 
4 3 "
 
~ 3 "1
 
6 :3 1
 
7 ~ 2
 
8 ~ 2
 
9 ~ 3
 
1" 7 3
 
11 7 3
 
12 7 3
 
13 9 6
 
14 9 6
 
• 1~ 9 7
 
16 11 7
 
17 11 8
 
18 11 7
 
19 13 11
 
2" 13 1"
 
21 13 12 
22 1~ 13 
23 1~ 1~ 
24 1~ 17 
2~ 17 19 
26 17 18 
27 17 19 
28 19 29 
29 19 23 
39 19 22 
31 21 24 
32 21 23 
33 21 24 
34 23 2:J 
3~ 23 26 
36 23 27 
I ELF SCATTER MODULE 
I 
'DATABASE: WHITING VIS.A88.CEEC).I 
I INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (~): DAYS-ICE 
I DEPENDENT VARIABLE (VI: DM.PTS. 
I • 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .9a2~3 
R SQUARED .96~3 
T STATISTIC 38.7a73~ 
INTERCEPT (A) -4.142 
SLOPE (8) 1.2873 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1.73287 
OBSERVATIONS 36' 
Y: DM.PTS. ~: DAYS-ICE 
YMIN -29 YMA~ ~1 VINC ~ 
XMIN -1.9 ~MA~ 2~.9 , ~INC 2. 
J 
-?SYNTAX ERROR 
JPRM6ELF PRINT MODULE 
DATABASE: WHITING VXS.ASS.·(FXL) 
OBS DAYS-I DM.PTS 
1 1 
"2 3 1 
3 ~ :5 
4 7 4 
~ 9 9 
6 11 13 
7 13 1~ 
e 1~ 16 
9 17 19 
18 19 21 
11 21 24 
12 23 26 
ELF SCATTER MODULE 
DATABASE: WHITING VIS.ASB.(FJLI. 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (X): DAYS-ICE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE (Y): DM.PTS. 
• •• ,4~ 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (X): DAYS-ICE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CV): DM.PTS.r 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .982~3 
R SQUARED .96~3 
T STATISTIC 3S.7873~' 
",t ••.f CINTERCEPT CA) -4.142 . 
SLOPE CB) 1.2873 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1.73287 
OBSERVATIONS "36 
Y: DM.PTS. XI DAYS-ICE 
YMIN·.~28 ,YMAKI "1 YINC ~ 
XMIN '-I'.9'XMAX 2~.9, XINC'2. 
], 
-?SYNTAX ERROR 
]PRH6ELF PRINT MODULE 
DATABASE: WHXTXNG VXS.ASS. (FXL). 
OBS DAYS-I DM.PTS 
1 1 S 
2 3 1 
:1 :5 3 
4 7 4 
:5 9 9 
6 11 13 
7 13 1~ 
9 1:5 16 
9 17 19 
1" 19 21 
11 21 24 
12 23 26 
ELF SCATTER MODULE 
DATABASE I WHITING VIS.AS8.(FIL). 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CX)I DAYS-ICE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CY): DM.PT8. 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .99289 
R SQUARED .98:58 
T STATISTIC 26.38123 
INTERCEPT CA) -2.43706 
SLOPE CB) 1.24476 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1.12846 
..
 
SLOPE 10) 1.24476 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 1.12846 
O••lfftV"TrOHSO 12 
VI DH.PTS. XI DAVS-ICE 
VMIN -27 VHAX e2 VINe e 
XHIN -1.9 XHAX 2e.9 >cINe 2. 
] 
-?8VNTAX ERROR 
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